Map to visit the Robert G. Ingersoll grave in Arlington National Cemetery
via the Tourmobile bus ($8.50 ticket) and walking*.
•after disembarking from the bus, about a six minute (200 yard) walk along a sidewalk and then uphill on grass.
• hint: look for the 20 foot tall white obelisk marking a Vanderbilt grave. Ingersoll’s is just north of it.
2.
Tourmobile Bus STOP
“Tomb of the Unknowns”

5.
Ingersoll
Grave:
Section 3
# 1620

3.
Walk down
sidewalk to cross
Porter Drive

4.
a) Bear left and
walk uphill
between
gravestones or
b) bear right and
follow the gully
up the hill then
turn left.

1.
From the Visitor’s
Center, take the $8.50
Tourmobile Bus route
to the Tomb of the
Unknowns.

Visiting the Grave of Robert G. Ingersoll in Arlington National Cemetery
Arlington National Cemetery. The ashes of Robert G. Ingersoll (who died on July 25,
1899, just 2 weeks short of his 64th birthday from a heart attack) and his wife; Eva Parker,
(who died 26 years later), were buried in a grave, on 4 May 1923.
On the oblong tomb are carved the words,
"Nothing is grander than to break chains from the bodies of men — nothing nobler
than to destroy the phantoms of the soul."
The grave site, in Section # 3 number 1620, can be visited:
1. By taking a cab or private car to Arlington National Cemetery visitor’s center, where
one must go inside (with the grave number, the car’s tag number and state) to get a
vehicle pass and a map. With this pass and a map, drive past the security guard at
the entrance to the cemetery and proceed to the gravesite.
2. or, by taking the METRO to Arlington Cemetery Station, then the Arlington Cemetery
Tourmobile to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldiers stop and walk about 6 minutes or
300 yards ( partly uphill grass) to the Ingersoll grave. (see map)
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